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Davis, the chairman of ARC. McGovern has been plagued by controversy since taking on the role in  Donate
money. HurricaneMatthew pic. International humanitarian law[ edit ] ARC International Services educates the
American public about the guiding principles of international humanitarian law IHL for conduct in warfare as
set forth by the Geneva Conventions of  The organization has also been running its own social media
campaign showing its workers on the front-line. Restoring Family Links services provide the exchange of
hand-written Red Cross Messages between individuals and their relatives who may be refugees or prisoners of
war. ARC provided technical assistance and capacity-building support to its partners in difficult-to-reach
communities. Continue Reading. She succeeded with both -- the American Red Cross was founded in and the
U. Disaster preparedness and response[ edit ] ARC international disaster response and preparedness programs
provide relief and development assistance to millions of people annually who suffer as a result of natural and
human-made disasters. Though congressionally chartered, internal struggles threatened to topple the
organization in the early s. Get development's most important headlines in your inbox every day. Related Jobs.
The American Red Cross has continued to be an important organization, offering aid to millions affected by
wars and disasters. The Measles Initiative has supported vaccination campaigns in more than 60 countries,
mostly in Africa and Asia. In the first stories began breaking about long call times and the poor quality of
response from call takers. The reports also spurred a congressional investigation , led by Sen. Due to the
mobility of the UH-1 Iroquois , Vietnam Donut Dollies were able to visit troops in forwarding operating
positions. Provide cholera treatment and prevention. This service attempts to re-establish contact between
separated family members. Leading these efforts are ARC, the U. The suggestion was that Allied soldiers were
being charged money so Americans should be charged too so as to "ensure an equitable distribution among all
service personnel of Red Cross resources". ARC can also act as a verifying agency. Thanks for subscribing!
ARC supported local Red Cross and Red Crescent volunteers in Africa who educated families and
communities about malaria prevention and treatment, such as the proper and consistent use of
insecticide-treated bed nets. In the aftermath of Hurricane Matthew, the international development community
will be watching closely to measure the response to the devastation and the potential cholera epidemic in Haiti
â€” and the American Red Cross will likely continue to face increased scrutiny since the fall out after the
earthquake. Promote food sovereignty. She has previously worked for NGOs, the World Bank and spent a
number of years as a journalist for a regional newspaper in the U. Stimson to Norman H. Support local
community collaborations and initiatives. The campaign was formed by leading non-governmental
organizations to inspire individuals, institutions, and organizations in the private sector to support a
comprehensive approach to end malaria, a devastating but preventable disease. About the author Sophie
Edwards Sophie Edwards is a Reporter for Devex based in London covering global development news
including global education, water and sanitation, innovative financing, the environment along with other
topics. The American Red Cross sent thousands of nurses overseas, helped organize the home front,
established veterans hospitals, delivered care packages, organized ambulances, and even trained dogs to search
for wounded. Clara Barton passed away April 12, , at the age of  An example of ARC International Services
health programming is the Measles Initiative , launched in , as a partnership committed to reducing measles
deaths globally. On June 6, , the American Red Cross was given a congressional charter that mandated the
organization to fulfill the provisions of the Geneva Convention, by rendering aid to those wounded during the
war, providing communication between family members and members of the U. Through cost-effective,
community-based health interventions, ARC targets people in need and focuses on accessibility and equity of
care, community participation, and integration with other community development initiatives, such as water
and sanitation projects and food and nutrition programs.


